
MINUTES 

 

The meeting was held in the Sturge Basement, Department of Prehistory & Europe, and in the Hartwell Room 

at the British Museum on Wednesday 25
th
 November 2009 from 11am. All finds were available from 

10.45am. 

 

Present 
 

Committee   Other    Apologies 
Norman Palmer (Chair)  Caroline Barton (BM)  Peter Clayton 

Trevor Austin    Roger Bland (BM)  May Sinclair 

Ian Carradice   Caroline Lyons (BM) 

John Cherry   Janina Parol (BM) 

Jack Ogden   Ian Richardson (BM) 

Tim Pestell   Stuart Caldwell (DCMS) 

    Richard Dayle (DCMS) 

    Helen Loughlin (DCMS) 

   

 

Item 1: Objects 

 

1.  2009 T394  Early Medieval gold and silver objects from Staffordshire (The Staffordshire 

Hoard).  – has valued this item at £2,821,660.  has valued this item at 

£1,897,681.  et al from Bonhams have valued this item at £2,000,000.   

has valued this item at £3,747,000 - £4,792,000.  The Potteries Museum, Stoke-on-Trent and 

Birmingham City Museum and Art Gallery hope to acquire. 

 

In advance of the meeting the Chairman circulated a document summarising the salient points of policy and 

principle observed by the valuers in their introductory overviews of the valuation process. 

 

 

 

 

The Committee inspected the objects in the hoard in person, whilst considering the submissions of the 

four valuers.  Both the Committee and the provisional valuers worked from a catalogued list of items 

compiled by Dr Kevin Leahy.  This list was comprised of 1663 entries (most entries encompassing a 

single object).  Having regard to the facts that the range of values proposed, both individually and 

globally, was quite large, and that three of the valuers had provided an itemised breakdown of the value of 

each numbered item in the hoard, the Committee thought it prudent to arrive at a sum by applying the 

following methodology: first, it would totalise the value of the individual items in the hoard, and secondly 

it would consider whether it was appropriate to add or subtract an overall sum by way of premium or 

discount.  It was agreed that factors potentially arguing in favour of a discount might be a depression of 

prices following the sudden release of a mass of items on the market and the prospect of latent damage 

masked by earth and other deposits.  It was agreed that the rationale for the addition of a premium would 

be that it would allow for the Committee to take into account (where present) the following potential 

factors: 

 

1. the Committee’s own margin of error 

2. the possibility of a bidding war erupting if these pieces were auctioned 

3. the desirability after cleaning 

4. the ‘celebrity’ value of each piece’s association with the hoard 

5. the invitation by several of the provisional valuers that the Committee consider doing so. 

 

In the event the Committee considered that, while some of the values arrived at for the individual pieces 

reflected  these factors, it was appropriate to factor in an uplift figure of 3% for the hoard as a composite 

unit, principally on the basis of the possibility that further cleaning might reveal features that would 

increase the attraction of those items. 

 

‘Cleanability’ was a thoroughly discussed topic.  The Committee thanked the Finder for resisting the urge 

to attempt to clean the items, which enabled them to be presented in their ‘as found’ state.  As outlined in 

the Treasure Act 1996 Code of Practice (Revised) the Committee took account of the potential value of 

all the items in the hoard (allowing for refurbishment costs) were they to go to auction in a cleaned and, 

where possible, restored state.  A heavy layer of dirt on several objects obscured some of the details 

(including any potential damage) and these considerations were factored in when the Committee assigned 



values to the individual items.  On the balance of probability it decided to add the aforesaid premium,, 

viz. of 3% of the entire value of the hoard, to the total.  

 

The Committee recognised that many of the individually outstanding pieces would themselves be very 

successful at auction, but it also considered the possibility that many of the lesser pieces and fragments, 

whilst themselves being slightly desirable, when grouped together for sale in a lot might potentially 

achieve a much higher figure.  The phenomenon of ‘the sum being greater than the parts’ was in all cases 

taken into consideration when viewing items, and the Committee endeavoured to set a figure for objects 

that reflected their highest potential value, whether that would be as an individual sale item or a member 

of a group. 

 

The fame of the Staffordshire Hoard, both in academic circles and in the broader public arena, was 

certainly seen as a factor contributing to the desirability of even the smallest piece.  Whereas many of the 

fragments on their own would normally have attracted little or no interest on the market, their status as 

members of this hoard was felt to attribute a modicum of value to the pieces.  The Committee decided to 

consider the monetary worth of pieces of ‘minimum value’ after valuing the rest of the items in the hoard. 

 

Consideration was given to making the most efficient use of the time that was available to the Committee 

to arrive at its recommended valuation, and to the time that would be required to satisfy the different 

possible methods of approach.  Thoroughness was felt to be essential, as was the need to best serve the 

legitimate interests of all parties concerned and the desirability of agreeing a recommendation within the 

time allotted during the present week.  Whilst the Committee viewed the hoard in its entirety, it felt that 

the task of assigning an individual value to all 1663 pieces would be ultimately detrimental if not counter-

productive to the exercise at large.   It therefore adopted the following approach to the valuation of the 

hoard: 

 

A list of 160 of the items in the hoard, compiled by the BM and including all items of the highest 

significance and some of medium to lesser significance, was taken as the agreed starting point.  The first 

80 items in the list were generally those with the highest provisional values attached to them and included 

most of the ‘star’ pieces on display.  Following consultation with DCMS the Committee agreed to 

consider a further 80 randomly-selected items, chosen on a basis that did not discriminate in favour of 

higher significance.  The Committee therefore employed a system of random sampling from the 

catalogue.  As the catalogue was itself not grouped by type or significance, the Committee proceeded to 

select (where possible) every tenth object listed therein.  If the selected object was one to which the 

provisional valuers had not seen fit to assign a figure, and the Committee agreed it was only of minimum 

value, it then moved to the next item in the catalogue for which a provisional value had been suggested.  

In this manner it selected an additional 80 items.  This conflation of specifically-valued items represented 

10% of the objects catalogued in the hoard, but (as can be seen in Appendix I) 80% of the hoard’s overall 

value.  Each item on the list was individually valued, and compared against the suggested value provided 

by  and for the same item.  The difference between the 

Committee’s recommendation and each provisional valuer’s suggestion was noted, and the cumulative 

difference for all 160 items was then calculated.  It was decided that the figure suggested by the 

provisional valuer which departed least from the Committee’s recommendation would be used as the 

baseline valuation for the 1513 catalogued items not individually valued by the Committee.  The 

percentage difference between the Committee’s recommendation for the 160 items it valued and the same 

160 of the chosen valuer was then applied to the figure suggested by the same valuer for the remaining 

1513 items.  This figure was then added to the Committee’s recommendation for the 160 items. 

 

In the event the Committee found its valuation for the 160 items corresponded most closely to the values 

proposed by   Since, however, the Committee’s figure for that list of items was 12% higher 

than  ’s, an increase of 12% was applied to the 1513 further items valued by that 

had not been individually valued by the Committee.  This figure was added to the Committee’s 

recommendation for the 160 items.  Of 1513 items, 698 had been accorded by him a 

‘minimum value’ or no value at all.  The Committee considered all of these items and valued them 

collectively at £10,000 (see above for rationale of ‘minimum value’ items).  The global arithmetic was 

then increased by a factor of 3% to account for the prospect that a potential buyer would take into account 

the advantages to be gained by cleaning and refurbishing the items, and their general capability for 

improvement, in determining the price to be offered for them.  

 

This formula produced a mathematical sum of £3,284,357.73.  The Committee further decided to round 

this up to an even number and recommended £3,285,000. 

 

Please see Appendix I for a breakdown of the valuation of these 160 items. 

 



  

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

    The remainder of the items on the agenda were postponed until the next meeting. 

 

Item 2: Minutes of the meeting of Wednesday 12
th

 August 2009 

  

Item 3: Discussion about handling of the media interest in the Hoard from Staffordshire  
The Committee should consider the Minister’s agreed arrangement for the handling of the media with 

respect to the hoard (circulated). 

 

Item 4: Any Other Business 

 

New valuer to be considered for the TVC’s pool of experts 

John Cherry would like to recommend as a valuer for gold and silver seal matrices. 

 

Dates of TVC Meetings in 2010 

Based on responses received so far, the suggested dates are: 

 

25 or 26 February 

14 or 16 April 

9 or 11 June 

6 or 12 August 

1 October 

24 or 26 November 

 

Please come with your 2010 diary to the meeting so that we can confirm dates. 

 

 

 




